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WILL ASIA SAVE 
CIVILIZATION?

T. L. VA8WANI

There is a collapse of Civilization. Currencies are depre
ciated. Industry and trade are disintegrated. The oak beams 
of Westminster have rotted, says a visitor to Europe; and he 
sees in this a symbol of the decadence of Eogla’:d! Europe is 
smitten with hates and strifes. France * Germany and 
England,—there’s not much love lost between them. The 
Turk has come back to Europe! And'Bolshevism ¡b a menace 
to the Capitalist States! Europe lacka' unity. Europe is 
toeing kinship with the Soul. Will India,-—wilt Asia,— be 
true to spiritual intuitions and vindicate the Soul?

According'to a Bolshevic offic'al opinion, British prestige 
has suffered heavily in Asia since the end of the War, That 
is true. The problems of India, Egypt, and Islam have been 
owefully mishandled by Britain, British prestige has been 
shattered. ¡What of the Bolshevic prestige/ A Russian 
Communist says; “ The Anglo-Indian press tries to utilize 
every method in order to damage. Soviet Russia in the eyes 
of the EaBt.”The Anglolndian press, it is true, is not scrupulous 
in its propaganda. And it -is easy to understand why ths 
Anglo-Indian press has circulated several falsehoods. Id 
Bolshevism, it sees a deadly enemy of Capitalism^ and Imperi
alism. But can it be denied that Bolshevist prestige, too, hat 
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suffered? Class war is repugnant to the Asian spirit*  With 
a true political instinct Kemal Pasha» the Asian leader» h*  
not allowed himself to he dominated by Bolehevics. Asi. 
must rely on herself. She must be one; she must be well 
organized; she must be true to her intuitions. Then may 
Asia have the power to break down imperialism and serve 
Humanity.

Asia is one in her spiritual impulse and intuitions. But 
a common political consciousness has not yet developed. It 
has begun to be awakened under the impact of the West. 
When that consciousness is well-developed, Hindu-Muslim 
unity will broaden into Hindu-Buddhist-Confuciau Unity. 
In a Pau-ABian movement, Japan and China should strength
en India and the Muslim East. Hindu-Muslim unity io 
India is not strong enough yet; Japan does not seem to have 
abandoned its imperialist ambitions; China bag not yet 
emerged from the chaos of revolution. There were hopes 
for China in Snn-Yat-Sen; but he behaved neither a3 an 
Eastern idealist nor as a Western rea'ist, and was driven out 
of office by his more H efficient ” opponent. China is. to-day. 
torn by internal strifes.

A Pan-Asian movement must have a consciousness of 
the spiritual unity of all- nations and the cultural and politico- 
economic solidarity of Asian peoples in their struggle for 
freedom. Thus may India and the East work for a new vic
tory of the Spirit.

One of Asia’s intuition,—the West has received it as the 
Doctrine of Chiist,—is: “Love thy neighboras thyself.” 
This intuition proclaims a principle which, if assimilated, 
must revolutionise civilisation. I believe there is a vita! 
principle which animates every age. The modern age is ani
mated by the principle of multiplicity. Hence the passion for 
progress. Hence the joy in new scientific discoveries, new 
invention?, new assertions of individuality» new nationalities. 
Heuce the longing to be liberated from restrictions, tram
mels» subjection. But this Principle of Multiplicity must ba 
regulated by a Doctrine» a vision, ofr'Love tby neighbour as 
thyself.” Economic issues are important in our time- Capitalism 
has pursued methods wbioh the moral code must repudiate. A
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few nations, equipped with molert*  scienca and einoiutrating 
tbe world's capital in their hinds, havebasn drainiu™ tha Bist 
of its wealth. Io India, peasantsfeal the econo nic premia a< 
they, probably, never felt b efire. Millions of one country man 
are too poor to have two meals a day. Millions are unable io 
resist preventable disease, Is there a single civilised country 
in the world whose economic condition has baen for genera
tions, so bad as India’s? India is dying of hunger and disease 
Six millions died of influenza alone in 19 18.

We have sinned long against the poor. We have trampled 
upon the Ancient Teaching'—“ He is one.*  he hath no caste.” 
We have despised the poor, forgetting that they area part 
of His Body. Will the poor of India break out iutoa Martian 
clsss-wsr? Will oppression end in a terrible explosion? I 
pray that Asia may be true to her own spiritual intuitions. 
I cannot deny that even the lonj.-patie.it millions of India 
and the East are no longer in a mood of ‘ resignation’. I 
recall a mediaeval drama in. which the * Beggar ' bursts into 
anger and brandishes a hatchet at the 'Rich Man’, To lay 
the feeling is growing against the wealthy. It is a feeling 
voiced in a recent play;— “We claim the right to live 
without crawling under your table for crumbs« If you wont 
grant us our right, we’ll take it by force!’1 The poor» as it 
seems to me, will not much longer resign themselves to 
misery and suffering. Sometimes I see in my mind the 
darkening BhadpWB of (1) a revolt of Peopleb against States, 
(2) a revolt of the Poor against the rich, (3^ a revolt of 
Youth againBt Religion, This triple revolt,—political, econo
mic, religious,—may be averted by regulating life in the light 
of the intuitions of Asia,—one of which is reverence for the 
Poor, The Hindu sentiment for the poor is well-known. 
Fellowship with the Poor,—beta is a creative principle of a 
New Civilization«

Another creative principle ffiay be found in Asia's intui
tion of the Unity of Humanity. National democracy has 
been developed in the West; but reverenoe for Humanity has 
declined. Indeed, the Vision of Humanity has, again and 
again, been trampled upon by the West iu its vulgar pursuit 
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of power and gold. Progress;—yes. But its motive has main
ly been Mammon, not God. The instinct of possession and 
domination,— there, to mind, is the sin of the west. National
isms of the West are infected with a cult of hate and pos
session. Our nationalism in India threatens to be so much 
like that of the West,—aggressive, proud, pission-ridden. 
Our rational movement, needs to be . purified and enriched 
with tr,e Ano'ent Vision of the Ona Self in all. A merely 
“ political *’ movement miy break down the bureaucracy; it 
will save neither India nor Civilization, A Vision of Hu
manity is our nee'’, *’ Swarajf' mu3t not become another nar
row nation-cult, The only way, to my.mind, to meet the 
challange of the externa', aggressive, commercial type of Ci
vilization which is upon us at thia hour is to accept in humi
lity the discipline which grows cut of reverence for Humanity*

There is no freedom where the sori! is slain to propitiate 
the Gofi of materialism, A mighty emotion of Humanity,— 
that’s our need.—the world's need. That/e necessary to build 
up a new civilization. f< Aggressive egoism,’’ wrote Nietzs
che, ft is ft necessity of life1'. And again.* —Life is essentially 
appropriation, offence, oppression, imposition of one’s own 
force, depredation,” So in a German book on "reachin» 
and the World-War,” one of the contributors, D, Whit- 
mann, wrote;—“Wears the people of Europe, pure anl 
simple. The other nations of Europe are only tribes of the 
great German race!'*  This race-egoism ruined Germany 
as it ruined India in the long ago. G! let it not 
ruin us again. We must check the impulses, unfor
tunately too prominent today, of e^o-nationalisni, India 
is passing through a crisis. Ritterness is growing. Govern
ment proceeds unchecked with its senseless policy of repres
sion. The situation in the East, as it seems to me, is develop
ing fast. At this hour, Voices are needed to remind us of 
what ie above the tumults end passions of the day—to remind 
us that humanity is One. The national movement will help 
India in the measure it is loyal to the Ideal of Humanity. 
I believe that in the building up of International brother
hoods ib She hope of Freedom; For Freedom means, not 
passion, not domination, but the shakti to sarva Humanity.
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What mightier Force do we negd, then, for our task than 
the spirit of Love? Love is creative. It is Krishna-shakti. 
A cry goes out of the hearts 61 many of my couotryraen:—« 
When will India ba a Nation of-the Free? When? 
In an ancient story we read of Krishna having left 
Dwarka for Mathura. Krishna has left; for Radha is prouL 
And in Krishna’s absence, Radha becomes anxiotp. Days pass, 
Krishna comes not hack to Gokul. Then Radha asks a friend 
to go to Mathura and say to Krishna;—Tbou art gone 
Krishna! Radha remembers thee. She stretches forth her 
band only to touch thee in the empty nigh*.  How can shs 
live without Ihry Face? Say, when wil t thou return?” Radha’3 
friend goes to Mathura. She meets Krishna. She tells him 
of Radha and Radha’s lamentations. And He says,—** To 
Gokul I shall return. When? I will not say. But tell 
Radha to keep the Lamn alive. For I may not stand by her 
side, nor enter the House, if the Light is extinguished,”

And it's my faith that in answer to the prayer of this sor
rowing nationj the Great Shakti is returning to create a new 
India, ajFree India. But we must keep the Lamp alive» 
Something,—a Spiritual Idea!,—is what the world needs 
India’s young men and women need it. They come of a stock 
that has lived by the Spiritual. And Krishna may not stand 
by us in the night, nor enter one Houeo of our Broken Nation, 
if in hate and piide we extinguish the light of Love.-



THE BEAUTY ASPECT OF
THE ALMIGHTY

P. V. S. IYENGAR

Where is God ? God is io the land of Beautv. In fact 
Grtsd is the essence of Bewty. " Whatever Beauty, Glory, 
shines from any creature ba thou sure, springs from ray 
minute of My own Splendour rayed forth there”, says Lord 
Sri Krishna in the Gits, Sir Edwin Arnold to his 'Light of 
Asia*  simplifies this idea as follow:

‘•This is its touch upon the blossomed rose, 
The fashion of its hand shaped lotus-leaves;

In dark soil the silence of the seeds
The robe of Spring it weaves ;

"That is its painting on the gloriom clouds»
And there its emaralds on the peacock's train;

It hath its stations in the stars; its slaves
In lightning, wind and rain.

'»Out of the dark it wrought the heart of man, 
Out of duH'sheils the pheasant’s pencilled neck;

Ever at "Foil, it brings to loveliness
• Al) Ancient wrath and wreck.

•’ The grey eggs in the golden sun-bird's nest
Its treasures are. The bees’ six-sided cell

Its honey-pot; The ant wots of its way9, 
The white doves know them well.

r* Ii spreadeth forth for flight the eagle’s wings 
What time she beareth hours her prey; it sends

The she-wolf to her cubs ; for unloved things 
It findeth food and friends.

“Ii is not marred not stayed in any use, 
All liketb it; the sweet white milk it brings

To mothers’ breasts; it brings the white drops, too. 
Wherewith the young snake stings,

mo
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" The ordered music of the marching orbs
. It makes in viewless canopy of sky; 

In deep abyss of earth it hides up gold, 
Saids, «aphires, lazuli,

"Ever and ever fetching secrets forth, 
It eitteth in the green of forests-ghdes 

Nursing strange seedlings at the cedar’s root, 
Devising leaves, blooms, blades-”

Is there not Beauty in the thick woods and dense Hima
layan forests, the mighty rivers and the staggering height 
of Mount EvareBt? The surging billows that roar and roar 
io tremendous majesty, the temrest that blows with wild 
fury :—are they not suggestive of the inconceivable Glory of 
God? The rain-bow with its myriad colours, the silvery 
clouds that form grotesque shapes and travel through the 
blue Bky like richly laden merchant vessels, the rosy hues 
that appear in the East before sun-rise, like the blushes of a 
beautiful maiden bringing joyful tidings to her lover, the 
twinkling stars that stud the “ Milky Way” like the spot
ted decorations on a lady’s apron, the Sun and the Moon, the 
source of life and happiness to all living beiugg, • all these 
and many more »; how many poets from the dawn of ereation 
have gone into raptures, in admiration of the Divine Beauty 
revealed through all these folds of matter?

The little plant with its tiny flower growing under our 
feet is as much a thing of Beauty as the mighty oak that 
spreads its proud hxanches over yonder mountain-

The divine current of Beauty runs through the smallest 
atom aa well as through the mighty Maha-meru, Our con
ception of “little’* and “mighty” reaohes its vanishing 
point when Beauty in its essence is felt and appreciated.

Beauty ia a thing that attracts. The bright colours on 
the petals of the rose attract many a tiuy insect- Were it 
not for the singular virtue of Beauty, the prime work of Crea
tion would come to a stand still. In fact it is only through 
this attracting and sustaining power of Beauty that growth 
and multiplication goes on in order in the vegetable and the 
animal kingdom, The gloss and beauty on the petals of a 
Sower are essential for the attraction of bees and other m- 
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sects that carry the pollen dust in their hiiry legs and ferti
lise the ovaries. The irresistible law of attraction of the 
wale and the female is based on the basic principle of Beauty, 
We ean as well say that Beauty is the Primordial Energy 
that radiates through all Nature and controls the process of 
evolution.

Beauty is productive of Bliss or Ananda- In the concep
tion of the Almighty as Beauty personified, we get Bliss or 
Ananda. Verily has Keats said, uA thing of Beauty is a 
jay for everBeauty and Bliss are so interrelated that we 
cannot eay which ib the cause and which is the effect. As 
cause and effect are one and the same thing to the scientific 
investigator so is Beauty and Bliss one and the same. So oui*  
definition of God widens in its scope, and let us call Him as 
All Beauty., All Bliss.



TALISMANS, AMULETS,
ZODIACAL GEMS

The Alchemy of Precious Stones
ARTIE MAE BLACKBURN, B. L. I.

Romance, poetry and superstition are woven about talismans, 
amulets and zodiacal gems. The subject is rich in interest to all 
occultists and to the lover of the marvellous, as well a.s to the ad
mirer o£ the beautiful in Nature.

As far back as records animate and inanimate go, mankind bas 
even, striven to express in tangible form forces and powers but 
vaguely felt whose full expression remains ever beyond the mate
rial in which humanity manifests.

The constant and seemingly uudeviating motion of the heaven
ly bodies in their diurnal rtlaticn to rhe earth seems to bave taken 
the moat prominent place in the recognition of primitive man. 
Naturally therefore when tryiDg to express something of the intangii 
ble forces of which he was but dimly conscious te took the Sun 
and other heavenly bodies as symbols embodying the highest 
aspirations of which he was capable.

According to tie be st authorities on the'subject, particularly 
the Pavftts, there seems to be little doubt that the first-eymbol used 
talismanioaliy was the solar disc

The oldest asd one of the most unique symbols of the Bun is 
the Swastika, used by alnfost every known civilization to attract 
the good or well-being which its name according to Sanskrit deri
vation promises: SU, good; ASTI, being. The adoption of this 
talisman as a badge by the Boy Scouts of America can Scarcely be 
regarded as accidental*  by those familiar with its esoterie signi
ficance.

Another glyph of great antiquity is the Point within the Circle, 
familiar alike to the planetary students and to symbologists’iand 
used anciently by warriors as protection from enemies 'as well as 
to attract success and to overcome the foe."

Could a more significant talisman than the POINT-WITHIN- 
THE-C1RCLE have been chosen as the distinguishing mark of the
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Allied Aircraft ? And 00 it ia in Heaven's golden alphabet that he 
who rune may read the origin of ancient symbol a adapted to latter 
day use.

As the Sun, the great manifestation of day, typified the crea
tive force, the positive male element, so the Moon, signifying the 
supernal feminine principle ranked equally with the formes in talis- 
tnanio popularity-

The terms TALISMAN and AMULET have come through 
iudiscriminate use to ha regarded as synonymous, but the meaning 
of the two words is entirely distinct. Talisman, from the Arabic, 
means the influence of a planet or zodiacal sign upon one born 
under the same, while tbe Latin signifioance of Amulet ie " to do 
away with; to baffle ", its purpose being to avert danger from its 
possessor.

SUN—RESERVOIR OF ELECTRIC, MAGNETIC AND
VITAL FORCES.-

Tyndaii teaches that every mechanical action on the face of 
the earth, every manifestation of power,: organic or inorganic, vital 
and physical, is produced by tbs Sun which is the reservoir of the 
electrical, magnetic, and vital forces required byj our system, which 
are taken in by all men, -animals, vegetables and minerals and by 
them translated into various iife-forcts.

By ,'planetary scientists ( astrologers), by mystics ami adepts, 
it is generally believed that the planets of our solar system not 
only absorb and give 'out the Sun’s rays but add a subtle force 
peculiarly their own which they refloat to earth. Consequently 
talismans made under beneficent planetary asoocts of the metal and 
gem corresponding to the planet most favourably placed in the 
natal chart, form a channel through which those vibrations are 
transmitted to the wearer.

The philosopher of thousands of years ago understood the sui
tability of gems as a medium for the transmission of astral forces, 
and invested them with great importance, attributing to them 
spiritual as wall as material powers, special characteristics, medicinal 
and curative properties. The jewel, representing the highest evolv- 
meat of the mineral kingdom, has-retnarkable powers of absorbing 
and retaining impressions. Gnostic gems employed in initiation 
twenty centuries ago still remain, reliable payohometriats aver potent 
centers of magnetic influence.

In the selection of gems the greatest erra should be exer
cise'!—particularly by tlnsi sacking developrnmt of ths higher 
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bodies, peychio unfold meat, etc to -avoid jewels ¡associated with 
crim« and persons of vicious disposition. Gems which h»Te been 
the cause of.or!mo seem to absorb the effect of all the evil passions 
prompting them, retaining ,nd radiating for centuries the evil 
influences. Diamonds and topazes are especially susceptible to 
impression as well as highly potent in the dissemination of evil 
suggestion.

PSYCHIC PHENOMENON — ITS PRODUCTION 
AFFECTED BY GEMS

Persona whoso higher vehicles are trained to conscious func
tioning co super-normal levels appreciate the effect of precious 
stones io the produotfon of certain phases of psychic phenomena- 
The rational of such action is easily understood when we consider 
that all phenomena set up vibrations in the ether and that anything 
vibrating strongly in unison therewith intensifies a definite *set  of 
undulations into active manifestation; or, conversely, anything that 
dispels these vibrations dispels the phnenomena.

For instance, let us suppose that in a group seeking some 
definite phase of spiritual development, someone unconsciously 
wears e talismanio jewel particularly potent in transmitting entirely 
antagonistic planetary vibrations. This influence expresses itself 
at a oertaiu vibratory rate in the astral and flower mental bodies 
and gains on trance to the vehicles of the gjoup with decided power 
particularly when they are in a reoeptive mood or too frequently 
occurs—in a negative state—vibrating so feebly that its impact can 
readily overpower the existing rateg ot motion, The talisman being 
charged with exactly contrary rates of oscillation,! the two cannot 
co-exist, and while the discordant jewel may not be considered as a 
thing of great power in itself it is likely to produce 'an effect quite 
out of proportion to its intrinsic strength because of the readiness 
with which the members of the group react to its ‘influence through 
similar, though unconscious planetary sympathy.

VIBRATION THE KEY TO MAGICAL POWERS
OF GEMS

The principle of vibration .is really the key to the magical 
powers inherent in Amulets and 'Talismans. Take for example a 
sincere student who wishes io overcome extreme negativity, iudeci.- 

aion or other destructive qualities she has permitted to express. 
She wears a suitable amulet charged with positive, definite power; 
when the two Btreams of force come in contaot, the positive will 
vanquish the negative, providing the wearer so elect. In spite 
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of the amulet she could of course delibarately oAooii to be neg Uive 
and to do wrong, but all of the time she would be conscious of groat 
discomfort arising from the discord between the two opposite rates 
of vibration.

In this brief introduction it is quite impossible to go deeply 
into subject but future chapters will seek to acquaint tbe reader 
with something of the tremendous induenoe weilded by gams 
through-out history, to trace the planetary sources of such iafiaence 
and to indicate the “ scientific” processes through which the 
curative properties of jewels operate-^for the world timidly awaits 
the stamp of 11 scientific '*  approval before accepting the wisdom of 
the ages.

When shall we awaken to & realization of the fact that this 
term SCIENCE holds altogether too large a place in our appraig. 
al of things ? " Science is but the laborious process of the actual 
demonstration of those things which the mind knows by intuition ”, 
How stupid to regard it as gome finished work, some ultimate 
achievement, whereas science is merely the RECORD OK 
OBSERVED PHENOMENA. Up to a oertain day SCIENCE 
testified that the earth was fiat, simply because the wise ones of 
the day had not OBSERVED that it was round. The science fof 
yesterday is very far from being the science of tomorrow. |

While our conclusions must aooord with observed phenomena, 
at the same time we must not forget that man can transcend dead 
science and the things which are visible aud tangible to the senses 
and reach up and'out to those things which are SPIRITUALLY 
DISCERNED AND WHIG n ABE THE TRUE REALITIES.



THE LAWS THAT GOVERN 
RECEIVING MESSAGES

FRANKLIN A. THOMAS.

Mathematics, you know, is an exact science, and figures are 
plain things, as clear aa black and white, incapable of falsifying. Thus 
we know two plus two equals Cour, and that is all there is to it. 
There is no more chance of that ‘four1 being false to its proper 
equation than there is of darkness being light, or of brightness being 
impenetrable gloom. IS was proven true once that two plus two 
equals four, and If it Was proven true once, Why is it not true to
day. No one ever stops and asks for, or appoints a Oommittpo of 
Scientific men to investigate, or to find out who has handled that four 
dollars, or where it came from, or to see if it is genuine money, or 
what business has anyone to add together, or try to prove that two 
plus two are four' In other words, no one ever thinks anything 
about appointing a committee to prove it, because they all know it 
is a faCt>

Then, why will mediums allow themselves to go through such 
tests where the conditions are always very hard on the mediums, 
just to satisfy someone's curiosity when it has already been proven. 
Why should anyone a3k for, or want to appoint a committee to 
prove spirit return when it was proven true, that spirit did mani*  
fest and communicate with man at, the beginning. In fact, all the 
different religions are based on, or founded upon a spirit message,, 
or manifestations of some kind.

It was pointed out to them at beginning, and if to-day they 
would free their spirit from the errors and Inconsistencies of 
materialism and follow their earlier teachings, they, too, would be 
able to see spirits and get.spirit messages and spirit manifestations 
as they did once.

Maa cannot serve two musters; the god of mammon and the 
Gad of the Spirit at the Bame time. That the teaching of Spiritu
alism ia a teaching of the all-knowing and eternal living 'spirit, and 
that its phenomena are tbs affirmation of immortality, which has 
been proven, and it was true at the beginning; It is true to-day. 
It is these very same church people who, to-day, will denounce 
spirit manifestations of all kinds, who know nothing about the

US
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Philosophy of Spiritualism, and who have never spent dnp hour in 
the honest investigation of the phenomena of Spiritualism in their 
lives. They will go to some Spiritualists meeting, and by their 
wot. knowing the first thing about the philosophy and through their 
ignorance, they will help to make the conditions Be that the spirit 
cannot impress the medium as they should when under that condi
tion. Horan illustration; you can bring into your room the most 
beautiful rose that ever blooms, and if the room is too hot the rose 
will die, or, it the room is too cold, the rose will die*  It does not 
make any difference what bind of a rose it may be, it will die if 
the conditions are not right.

Why is it the farmer is not plowing and sowing the seeds ths 
year round? Because, the seasons and conditions are not right, • 
Everything that grows only grows under certain conditions, there*  
fore ?e member, that the Bpirits do not have to give you a spirit 
message or come so that a medium can see them under all condi
tions just to please you. Oh!; no,.no, no*  Spirits, are only able 
io give you a message or show themselves to a medium when the 
conditions are right for them to do so, and you cannot dictate to 
them what condition they must have, for they are the one that will 
dictate to you*  The same people will go to a Spiritualists meeting, 
and run down and try to belittle the Spiritualists, because the 
Spiritualists clajm they oan see and describe spirits and receive 
Spirit messages when the church people cannot, when, in reality, 
the Spiritualists know, while the churohes teach it is wrong io cotXMj 
munioate with the dead, and also teaoh that whatever orime man 
has committed, if he will repent and [believe that Jesus will save 
him, even if it is in the eleventh hour.

The Catholic church teaches that it a man violates God's law, 
God will damn and send him to hell, and that by paying the priest 
the amount of money the priest asks, the priest will countermand 
God’s order and pray the viotim out of hell into Heaven. In the 
firBt place, God did not create hell. How could a man go to hell 
when there is no hell*  Even if there was a hell, how does the 
priest know that anyone goes there, He is only a man, and how 
does he know that any certain person goes to hell; also how does 
the priest know when he pray b him out of hell, that he gets out J

The same people who belong to [the Catholic Church will say 
that all these Spiritualists are fakers, they are the ones who are 
being faked by their priests.

When a person goes to a medium for a reading, all that the me
dium can do is to give him what he Bees, or the impression he re*
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ceives, and.describe what the spirits are showing him and what he 
receives from such Bpirits, or tire person whom he is reading for. 
Again, whatever conditions that are around, the person who is having 
the reading, the medium sees, Benses, or describes to the.person while 
he is giving the reading.

No medium, minister, priest, bishop or pope can call up a 
spirit. Why ? Because the spirits are already here; they never 
ieave here- (Heaven); because there ia no place but heaven and 
earth for them to go to after the so-called death of their physical 
bodies. Then, where are we to-day? Xi we are not in the earth, then 
must be in heaven, which is right here, No one would ever be able 
to see, describe, or to receive a spirit message from the spirits if the 
spirits were not here.

No person oan desoribe nothing because nothing, does not 
exist. Therefore, the things that the medium sees exist, or tbs 
medium could not see it nor describe it unless it was around the 
person he is reading for. Whoever goes to a medium for a read
ing with a lie in his heart, that lie is all around him, consequent
ly, he wiil get a lie for an answer. The medium does not know, 
and is not responsible for the lie, I do not care who the medium 
is, or how honest he is; he gives just what he ages around the 
person, which is a lie, for the lie is what the person brought with 
him, and is what the medium sees and gives it to hid*

Remember; that a person may have the very.best of conditions 
around him in his borne, and when he goes out on the streets, 
he is liable to take on some other condition, and when he goes to 
the medium, the medium sees and describes that condition, and of 
course, the person does not, nor cannot recognize the spirit message 
or that condition that is described to him.

X do not care who you are; you are forever under the influence 
of the spirits, because, you, yourseif, are a spirit and spirits are 
attracted to spirits as mortals are attracted to mortals. Your body 
is material (matter); no material body could live without spirit 
which i« life, and life is God, of which the spirit is a part.( Go where 
you may, you are for eternal, under the influence of spirits, and do 
what you will, there are spirits trying to, and so impress you 
mortals to do what these spirits did, or wanted to do, while living 
in their bodies. That is why everyone should have his spirit eye 
opened, io order that hi can see what spirits are around him, 
impressing him to do the way they are doing.



PHRENOLOGY & LONG LIFE
BY J. M1LLOTT SEVERN, F. B. P. 8. BBIOEtTON

Phrenologists are often asked *'  How loqg shall I live?” 
While it is quite impossible fat 'any one to answer this 
question with absolute certainly, nature gives us raaay indi
cations of the capacity for longevity, bath phyeiognomically 
and in the shape of the bead. The question having bean asked 
me io frequently, I have for many years been studying the 
formation of the head to see what indications of longevity 
we might find from this source; and I think <1 have accumu«*  
lated sufficient evidence to make the study worth while.

Wa recognise, as Phrenologist“* the existence of a faculty 
which is called VitativeneBS, located behind the ear in the 
immediate vicinity of the Mastoid Procsss. Dr« Andrew 
Coombe has the credit chiefly for the discovery of the faculty. 
Whenever it exists in a fairly large degree, the poseasor has 
a strong hold on life, a real delight in living*  jand wonderful 
capacity to ward off disease. Doctors and nurses have ample 
experience of1 patient^ possessing large Vitativeness who re. 
cover from the most dangerous operations and dire diseases 
while others possessing this faculty in a small degree readily 
succumb to far less serious illnesses.

Apart from this faculty, however, which is an important 
factor in the preservation of life and health, I have observed 
that there is a particular formation of the head which pre
vails generally in long-lived persons-

For very many year1’, I have availed myself of every 
opportunity possible of examining old person0; and f find 
that the prevailing type of head in those attaining old age is 
narrow, or dolichocephalic in shape; and when examining aud 
comparing the mental developments of this class, I find their 
characteristics more consiBteot with attaining old age than 
those of the wide-headed,

Persons possessing long*  narrow heads, proportionally 
welNdeveloped in the .frontal lobes, and having a fairly high
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moral brain, are generally thinkers, cauae-seekers, reasons«» 
intuitive, concerned in the progressiva welfare of mankind, 
moral-minded; perhaps a little i npitle nt, eager of results, 
and wilful, but generally consistent, steadily per3ev6ring, 
idealistic, ambitious, having literary, artistio, moral and re
fined aspirations*  If pirt ioularly large in the frontal Jobes, 
they are philosophic, far-seeing and prophetic. They may ba 
laoking iu business instinct, the more mercenary concerns 
of life do not much appaa! to them, but supposing; this 
same class have fairly large Firmness and Conscientiousness, 
they possess stability of character, adherence to principle, 
a,’« interested in the-study of humanity, the laws of health, 
and inclined to work very ttoroughly in the pursuit of in
tellectual and moral attainments. They feel that they ,have 
something good to live for, and have less tendency to excesr, 
over-indulgences and extremes than the wide-headed type. 
Characteristics of this kind contribute to man’s well-being, 
and thus enhance his chances of long life.

The generality of wide-beaded persons are decidedly 
aggressive, acquisitive, forceful and passionate. They aim to 
acquire money, properties and possess io ns, which very often 
they never live to enjoy; for they tend to shorten life by the 
output of undue energy in the gratification of abnormal 
appetites and passions, and in their haste to get rich, and by 
other indiscretions.

Contention, passionate feelings, nucontrolable temper, 
greed and avarice» characteristics of the especially wide-headed 
are a great strain upon tile mental and physical constitutions, 
and frequently curtail life by the development of heart 
failure apoplexy, and kindred diseases; while abnormal 
Alimentiveness, often # another characteristic of the wide
headed, is the source of innumerable internal and inflam- 
matroy stomach troubles. This typehead, too, ia generally 
less interested iu the higher spiritual and more elevating 
intellectual pursuits and studies.*

Of course there are exceptions to the ruh, and when we 
have a person possessing a very large head, having all the 
intellectual and moral characteristics of the hug and high 
head, together with coaiiderable wiithj iliei wa inva a 

II
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person with great energy, propelling power, and f irce of 
character, enabling him effectually to carry out his strong 
ntellectuai and moral qualities. ' 'there is, ho wever, still the 
¡tendency to over-strain.

Since I have made so decided a contrast of narrow and 
wide heads, some of you will be considering the matter of fate. 
It by heredity we possess either the one .type of head or the 
other, what can we do in the matter f Iwouldiaytha 
while we have no participation in choosing the kind of headt 
we inherit at birth, yet it is in our power to alter materially 
the shape of the head; audit is especially the work of the 
Phrenologist to teach persons how this may be done. It 
would be quite impossible to alter one’s head from one ex-*  
treijjfi shape to the oth< r; hut by study and training, and 
especially during the earlier years of life, while the head is 
partionlarlf' susceptible to growth’ and development, very 
much can be done in the way of modifying detrimental, ab
normal, or deficient tendencies, so as in time to be quite 

discernible io the alteration of tbe shape of the head,
We affect little or no surprise aseteing a person who 

was thin become stout-, or a stout person become thin,. yet 
it may surprise some people to know that the head is also 
susceptible to alterations io its shape; though not, of aourse, 
in the same striking degree as in the physique. After all,-we 
are much more responsible for ths kind of head we possess 
than is generally supposed.

Phrenological students will understand that there is 
need ofa fair amount of width of head immediately above> 
and a little forward, and also backward of the esis in the 
type of head I have described as predisposed to old age, to 
give love of life,e s re ci p nervation, and of reasonable 
carefulness and economy, endurance and executiveness or 
purpose.



TELEPATHY
,T. C. F. GRVMB1NE

Chaptkb V, [Concluded]

The thought is the intellectualization of the life—that is, what 
one is one' thinks, or as expressed by the aphorism, ‘As a man 
thinketh, so is he ’• The character, and the thought of the soul 
grow or unfold together. This is the mystery of thought. It arises 
fröm within the Söul, as the mind is able to perceive and receive it, 
And the choice the ego-makes of thought determines its Jife and 
direction.

Thus it can be said that thought adapts itself to the soul’^ life 
in the sphere of time and space by a mathematical law*  And this 
law fixes the character and.the destiny of the soul. An idea is the 
generator of a thought, and so from the immaterial or spiritual idea 
to the material or sensuous thought the process of thought trans
ference and telepathy is involved. Technically, ths idea is the 
spiritual oonoept of the mental perception—thought.

Ideas and thoughts cluster together like angels and spirits who 
ttivel in groups or companies. And the reason many iniuds think 
the sartie thought or think alike, as the ;oase might “he, is because 
they are passing through or evolving the same condition and state 
of mind, which produce certain similar, but not uniformly identica 
•xperiences, Often seemingly stereotyped germs of thought, like 
formulae, give one an idea as to the inspirational forms or moulds 
of thought, but the inspirational forms ¡are elastic and fit into thè 
soul’s every need.

Phonographic or graphopbonic impressions, whioh arc the 
means of reproducing vocal and instrumentai selections, ^hint at 
similar methods employed by the spirit. For surely the soul’s 
life is a book, the pages and story of whioh unfold in serial form 
There is logic in madness, sanity in the abnormal experience, and 
direction in what appears mental chaos.

Law is law, whatever the result«*  Forms, like organisms, serve 
a double purpose, They hold and oonvey, as well as concentrate 
and conserve, whatever is put into them. In the most subtile way 
possible the soul’s history unfold3, thought by thought, like the 
pages of a book, until the end ig reached, and that end ig not ths

3«9
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limit of thought or life, bub beginning of endless revelation# and 
illuminations. Thought precedes all mental awakening, all realiza
tion in consciousness, all experiences-of character.

In this connection a word should be said of the feeling, Feel
ing is more than emotion and deeper than sensation. It is the 
spirit of thought and compels the thought into conscious action. 
It has its birth in love, although t may-become in one a prayer or 
aspiration, in another an appetite or passion. The gross or coarse 
and the fine or pure feeling follow and depend upon the character 
of the life and the use one makes of thought. Bight and wrong, 
good:and evil feeling, feelings pleasurable and agreeable and feelings, 
painful . and disagreeable, synchronize in spheres of identical 
thoughts. Feelings and thoughts ire inseparable; they follow or, 
precede each other but are *never  divorced from each other. Hard*  
ness and obtuseness is a degree or quality of senaitiveneis of feeling, 
To arouse the Divine in those who degrade their lives by evil 
thoughts and feelings is the purpose or end of experience. For the 
divine is the spiritual or God life, which can only be realized and 
expressed when the soul loves and lives divinely: that is, in the sphere 
of pure thought and feeling, which qualifies one for peace.

By the law of attraction and repulsion the soul orders its 
thoughts and feelings, and this law dictates thought what the soul 
likes or disliked the thoughts which it can easily and quickly 
assimilate.

When*  the “mind and brain as coherers are saturated with 
sensitiveness they attract or repel such thoughts as belong or do 
not belong to them, And as touching the extraneous thought or 
thoughts of others, this law must be Btrcngly obeyed if results are 
to.be obtained.

In telepathy, both a percipient and recipient, a transmitter and 
receiver can obtain results in thought transference only by applying 
this law. How could tbe ZanzigB attract colour, number or letter, 
however multiplied or complicated, unless they were sympathetic to 
them; that is, positively attracted them by the power of their will 
or by Borne occult sympathy not yet understood? And*  to the 
extent that the brain can be made to ac in unison with the mind as 
coherers, and both made sympathetically ensitiva whatever may 
be transmitted or impressed, and all repellent thoughts or conditions 
temporarily .removed or kept under control, submerged, as it wer 

ia the straa’^r current of attraction, will results b3.a success-
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Technically speaking, the human organism Is also a battery, 
the brain, left and right lobes, a set of'dynamos, the mind a coherer 
and thought a force’

Minds and thoughts synohroniae in time and space. Hence 
the existence and need of uniform spheres and planes of action. 
A thought keyed to a certain degree of vibration or a certain 
quality of action bag an attraction for minds which agrees with that 
degree or equality. This Is why the mind is and acts as a coherer,

Minds in agreement usually synchronise the same message, 
experiences or thoughts, and therefore manifest the same aotions. 
There may not be, indeed, there is no scientific way as yet known 
of proving that action of any kind in nature produces identically the 
same forms b«cause of constant changes in the molecular parti
cles of matter, due to physioiogial and pgychicai flux, to planetary 
infuences, meteorological changes and geographical differences. 
The self-evident fact that two bodies cannot occupy the 
same space at the same, time must be taken into account A 
wise ancient paraphrased thiB law of matter thus,11 There is a time 
for everything under the sun Violets are violet in color, and it iB 
true their blossoms look alike, yet though the color, broadly speaking 
is the same, no two violet3 are identical in form, texture or color 
nor do their blossoms emit exactly the same fragrance. This is true 
of every form of life from the crystal tea man- * It is doubtful if 
the atoms show any closer agreement than that of twa red or white 
roses Thia is said to be due to environment — temporal and 
spacial extension. But there is sufficient similarity of agreement of 
types to make the rule a working hypothesis- In fact, the variation 
does not destroy the fact cr action of the principle. For the 
current or force of. thought acts upon ail life with such .impact as 
to produce these differences amid the variety of types. So that 
while phenomena vary and results differ, the iife and thought forces 
are the same, and this thought force works through the human 
organism as electricty through a battery, the n er von a system and the 
brain, in particular, becoming a negative and positive dynamo, 
causing any mumber of minds to agree and so register or attract 
the same vibration of thought. The process is superior to but in 
principle not unlike wireless telegraphy-

As everything has its negative and positive pole, and this 
physical fact lies at the basis of normal, organio life and its ex
pressions, it furnishes a clue to telepathic communication. If 
inspiration is provocative of thought as electricity ¡3 of light or 
beat, according to the medium employed, than it is not difficult to 
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understand how thought can te kindled in minds the world over. 
Nor is it hard to perceive how, since inspiration like. electricity Is 
a universal eiement, and the brain by its structure and substance is 
a battery for the indued bi lit y (generation} of its by-product thought, 
similar and kindred phenomena can be induced in other minds and 
brainB and appear wheulhese minds are keyed to the same vibration. 
The translation of thought from mind to mind, dashing as does a 
spark of fire to inflammable material, igniting, it is a psychological 

process classified as supernormal. Whether thought is considered 
as indigenous to each mind or a reflection from superior minds, 
(a view point very popular among classic philosophical writers, as 
Plato), or whether it be as a Vedantist teaches, an illusion of the 
negative of life, is immaterial, since it appears uniform under the 
conditions which have been described. That there are series and 
and groups of thought existent in each one’s mind is evident io 
anyone who has made a serious study of the mind itself, and that 
certain notions, even ideas, whiob correspond with oerfSih things 
in nature have a subjective as well as objective attraction for and 
relation to each other and bo affinitize, prove the oneness, solidarity 
and integrity of the universe- To make this clear a common illus
tration can bo given- A is a mother whose son B Is a brakeman 
on the B. & M- R. R- She resides with her son in Lowell, Masih, 
and wishes to visit a friend in Boston who is 0. Late in the day 
she makes up her mind to see C the next morning, but does not 
know where 0 lives. She desires to meet B, who started out very 
early the next morning on a trip, but there is but one chance in a 
hundred that she will see him on his train at the station. How
ever, she does see him, receives the address, but he expresses the 
fear that as C is very busy A will not find C in. A comes to Boston, 
finds C in, who relates a vision he had early that morning, ¿bout 
5 o’clock, of being on a train and actually doing the work of a 
brakeman, C had never met A, so the case was a peculiar one, if 
not one of telepathy, A, with a determination to see C, transmitted 
the thought through spade, so that at the receptive moriiaut 0 
received a knowledge of B’b occupation whenmaklngup his trkin 
in the yards at Lowell and getting ready for this trip. 0 knbW 
six hours beforehand that A was jute rested in B and that B hsd 
something to do with ears,

This not only illustrated in a novel way the relativity of Ideai 
or thoughts, but it illustrates how material things are associsted 
with thoughts by a psychical process which is more myBterious than 
wireless telegraphy ■ Whether the brain of A,B and 0 were irregularly
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Bynchoroniaed or their minds occultly connected by ether waves, as 
most minds are, is not impossible. But C' had no other way of 
knowing that A intended to call or that B was her son than through 
telepathic communication.

When these phenomena, now recondite and apparently too 
illusive to be gotten at by the usual scientific methods, are understood 
and classified, signals can Ipe adopted and a symboiogical language 
invented which will supply an intelligible code of interpretation. Men 
now at a loss to know how to poise or condition their minds in 
■order to communicate tellepathically with each other, will find the 
means and by applying rules and conditions which make such inter
course possible and practical, will find the secret of spirit communion 
and communication. ‘And when the-brain ban be made a re sponsible 
intelligent coherer, so that.disorderly and heterogeneous thoughts 
will not and cannot jntervence to interrupt the transmission, of a 
correct message, (and this can be done only by patient, persistent 
practice), who will limit-the power of this new and higher mode of 
transmitting thought ?



GRAPHOLOGY
RUBY REMONT.

Lesson III

Specific Features

The firet point to be teken into consideration in this third 
lesson is division of handwriting into Angtoir, Roundud 

or combination of the two»

Again the trait of comparison is oalled into play, so that 
yon may easily remember the characteristics attributed to the 
angu’ar form.. You think of ths angular, bony-frame person
age as of nervous, energetic type. You also remember that 
physical pain seems more acute when" one knocks against a 
sharp point than when merely contacting a soft cushion or 
rounded surface. You will recall that if one wishes to diag
nose, to look thru opera-glasses, microscope or telescope, one 
must FOCUS- This is 'getting down to a fine point!’ The 
analogy is clear- Your angular-typewriter is sharp, quick, 
likes to focusTittentiop on his problems, is critical, analytical, 
observant, often, of nervous make-up, dislikes delays, may 
be fault-finding if the trait is accentuated by letters being 
sharp-pointed at BOTH top and bottom. He is clear-vision« 
ad. He is independent, likes to give advice but seldom take 
it- If the writing is of large type, with sharply pointed lett- 
re, you may expect quick-tempered retorts, an eagerness to 
(< butt in" and to interfete in others’ affairs. In other 
words, the POINT is the entering wedge*  You use the 
gimlet or auger to bore holes. The angular writer can 
mentally bore boles into abstruse problems. He seeB much 
mote than hie friend, the rounded-hand penman*  Scientists! 
character analysts, machinists, mechanicians, doctors qualified 
to give a good diagnosis, musical or dramatic critics, interview
ers and many others write the angular hand, even if it be 
modified by the rounded base*strokes  in letters, to which we 
shall refer again.
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The more angular the ¡writing, the more energeV'c and 
hustling the writer will be« You never find a good executive 
who writes an absolutely ROUND hand. To illustrate ■ 
imagine a tow of fat-heBded pins laid side by^ side in a three 
riob Bpace. How many could you use? But place the 
ordinary small-headed piu in rows in same Bpace, and you 
crowd in much more. Bo the angular writer can gat out 
more work, lose less time, although he may not attract as 
much attention, perhaps, as his “fat-head’* and pornpms 
would-be executive employer. Angular writers make the 
best stenographers and typists. You will find that such 
clerks know their employers’ business and something mors; 
they have acquired the quick ear, the sharp eye for details, 
the rapid thinking which a course in stenography promotes.

Now the rounded-hand penman is much slower. It’s an 
old saying that the fat'man HAS to be good natured because 
he can neither run nor fight. The round nand is against fight
ing, quarreling, discomfort, bard work. It is easy-going, 
pleasure-loving. It doesn’t worry—like the angular ouj will. 
It procrastinates very frequently. It dce3 not go in for 
details and only takes superficial ghnces. It misses eu »tie 
witticisms, such as those of a Bernard Shaw, ■ The rounded 
hand workers should not b9 given positions in which speed 
is essential. I often look at the misfits in department stores, 
the very rounded »hand writers, actually writing a OtHLDIS SI 
hand, and striving to give service behind a counter when 
BbopperB stand three deep. Such writers never know toe 
stock well, they do not take enough interest in it, they do 
not memcrize prices easily. They are reliable and steady
going, very otliging and courteous, but they make the angular 
hand Bhopper impatient. They should stick to home work 
wherever possible, should raise or teach children, go in for 
kindergarten work, embroider—or take up other plaetd little 
jobs, please the family with their good cooking, act as office 
* bult-dcg '—where clients or .customers must be raceivad 
diplomatically when kept waiting for an interview. Che 
rounded hand writer is very easy to get on with—a pleasant, 
agreeable and amiable friend to have, usually loyal, quits 
chatty and even gossipy, interested in little things which are 

4
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non-eescEtial, never a deep or good student finding it difficult 
to memorize mathematical problem«, averse to taking up 
foreign tonguer—really a plodding-scholar, who needs special 
.treatment at scboob and lota of patience to boot;

Each of these classes of writers has a special place. No 
fault is to be found with super-activity or rhe reverse—it is 
simply a case of deciding on the proper vocation. Where 
the angular type might arouse antagonism if she were to 
take up trained nursing, and by her hustle and bustle disturb 
a patient, the rounded-type writer would bring in good cheer, 
comfort, great forethought and consideration, for aha realizes 
how SHE would like to be made comfortable and happy 
and endeavours to live out her theories.

Next comes the combination hand, in many ways the 
best of all. You find letters pointed at top and rounded at 
bottom. This gives yen tbs quick observation, criticism and 
analysis of the angular fype, plus the kind heart and 
generous impulses of the rounded writing. It means that 
one may be (-ver so observantly critical, but kind enough to 
withhold sharp words. It means that one is quick and alert, 
yet patient. It shows that there is power to relax—and yet 
the spirit of energy and industry is in plain evidence also. 
As tisualj extremes ase-not good—so you have a fine balance 
in the combination, hand. If you find a very rounded back
hand, you must .not expect the writer to HÜSTLE—or the. 
combination cf reserve and slowness militates against initi
ative and self-assertiveness. On tbe other l^aud, the sharp 
pointed backhand will indicate all the traits ascribed to angu
lar writers, plus a wonderful self-control which will enable 
this individual to check and rein in the impulses and impe- 
t-uositycf all the emotions found.

Another specific difference is that of connected or dis
connected strokes, connected words with disconuected letters, 
within words, connected signatures, words connected thru 
tbars or Jong initial strokes.

Suppose you discover that a writer has written an entire 
word or perhaps several words, or even the signature as a 
whole, without removing pen from paper. This shows a 
continuity of thought, does it not ? It betrays perseverance,
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connection of cause and effect-for it is a continuous process 
from Alpha tn Omega.—in other words, from the beginning of 
a thought which was responsible for the beginning stroke of 
the first word, to ths end of a phrase. This stinds for logic. 
It’e not easy to eonvince persons who writs these connected 
phrases. The trait is much accentuated whan words are 
connected. You find banker', lawyers, doctors and other 
professionals connecting the signature, fearing forgery, or 
metily relying on their diagnostic pc wars as a basis for this 
connection. They leave NO LOOPHOLE, do you perceive? 
They are persistent in endeavor—aven if they ba in the wrong« 
They argue, wish tc? have the last word. If you -find one 
word connected with another thru a long t-bar which makes 
the t-cromug of first word extend over as a . word-beginning 
of Bnother, you may be sure there is FAR SIGH [*,  prophetic 
vision, energy, alertness, and PULLING POWrCR You 
have but to gaze at such strokes to see how much they resem
ble aleash. They betray magnetism, Suoh persons can lure 
others on, can negotiate and put thru big enterprises, are 
powers on the stage, entertainment platform,"or as orators, 
preachers, salesmen, and so on« The first wflrd 83ems to be 
fairly DRAGGED along after the second, especially if there 
be a looped form of writing.

The intuitive writer JUMPS at conclusion'’. That is 
why he jumps from one letter stroke to another, without 
tn akin; connections. That is quite p! tin, is it mt ? The in
tuitive perceive» at first meeting. He likes or dislikes you at 
eight. He pridss himseff on his "hunches” in a business 
way. He is quite prophetio, but ha JUMPS far ahead and 
without reasoning, arrives at the same conclusion as his 
logieal-reasoner associate. He is generally obstinate, and 
can’t give plausible reasons for his resistance I He will say 
" I just FEEL that way about it. I know I must nut trust 
that man, but I can’t say why”

The intuitive learnB quickly at school. She does not 
study much. She glances at the printed page and recites 
glibly—but she has not the long-term memory of ths logical 
thinker who writes connects! strokes She d >es nit care 
much for calculations, she dislikes memorizing dates ia history.
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Sue can recite a story told het almost word for word» relies 
on the QUICK memory. There ia quite a difference in the 
memory-processes of the two divisions. The connected hand 
has gene eo thoroughly :nto the cause and effect' idea that 
memory lasts for years. The intuitive is just as good—perhaps 
a better diagnestition, bnt his mind is so volatile and so com 
stantly filled with rew imprassions that he discards the past. 
He knows bow to handle strangers. He .'FEELS their ideas 
instantly. He is sensitive to environment, thought trans, 
ference, emotion?, is very sympathetic, lets the heart rule. 
The other writer uses head-work ” and controls emotions, 
hides them, masks bis countenance.

Bui we have a still better hand than either of these— 
namely the combination of connected words and disconnected 
letters within words. Here you have the developed intuitive, 
the one who backs up his impressions with logical reasoning, 
The best critics and analysts are of this type. You can 
scarcely hope to fool them. They excel in metaphysical or 
mer'ical healing. They generally write the combination of 
rounded and anglar hand. They possess magnetism, warm 
sympathy, much love, teleration and understanding. They 
are natural teaphers, good writers, fluent talkers. They can 
listen well and even betray reserve and caution. Separated 
letters stand for impulsiveness, impatience, flying at conclu- 
sons, but oonrticted letters or words here and there give 
logic, patience caution, reserve, farsight coupled with the 
Eelf—control to bide one’s time and say pothing. These 
writers are clever, adaptable, and always show versatility. 
Herein lies a danger—zone, they may attempt too many 
things instead of specializing. Their perceptions fit them for 
any sphere of life usually, but their restlessness—-because 
interested in so MANY things—may hause lack of oontrol. 
Intuitives MUST listen to the inner voicej and Dot to out
side r?.



THE LAW OF SUGGESTION
VICTOR DU BOIS.

Direct Suggestion
Direct Suggestion may be Ocular, Verbal, Written, Printed or 

caused by Comparison. It is a direct suggestive stimulus applied 
to the mind in contrast to Indirect Suggestion.

Direct Suggestion might be compared to an unmasked battery, 
whilo Indirect Suggestion would be a masked battery- The recipient 
of a Direot Suggestion realizes that a suggestion has been made 
to him; aud if he complies with your desires, lie will do so appre
ciating that the idea or proposition emanated from you.

A stock broker calls up a customer by telephone, and suggests 
that be buy a thousand shares of amalgamated copper, which 

he does at once. When tho transaction is closed, 
rxampub he Cuds that he has made a thousand dollars. The 

next day, he tells bis friend : “ Mr, 8., the broker is 
a capital fellow- He gave me a good tip last week, and I realized a 
fine rake-off”,

The display of photographs, a prospectus, or samples of any 
kind constitute a Diroot Ocular Suggestion. Such displays are 
very valuable in selling any and all kinds of goods. Their similar
ity to or contrast with some hobby of the Prospect ohen results in 
a suggestion which leads to a sale.

Indirect Suggestion
Indirect Suggestion is among the most subtle and powerful 

methods of suggestion that can be used in connection with any busi
ness proposition. K is so subtly and artfully made that after a man 
has carried out your idea to the very letter, he fondly believes 
that it was big own idea. To use our friend, the broker, again : In 
dealing with a different type of customer, he does not suggest that 
the customer buy amalgamated copper, but simply relates the stc-ry 
as given in the above example. His prospective customer turna the 
matter over in his mind, and buys copper with the same gratifying 
result as Mr. A- Unlike him, when he meets a friend, he does not 
give hia broker any credit whatever, but says: I tell you, old boy, 
I know how to play the gamo. I knew copper was going up, so I 
called up my broker and ordered-him to buy me a block of the stock . 
The way to do is to buy on a rising market, and then sell out before 
the decline starts. I dways hit it right ”,

Xflo
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Bear in miud that the same man made both suggestions hut in 
the latter case, the recipient made the suggestion hir. own idea, 
and the advice of a dozen men would not have prevented ilia making 
the purchase,
indirect ocufiAii Itidirect Suggestion may also be brought about 

suggestion through ocular demonstration, or by similarity and 
contrast.

' Josiah Alien’s wife said that she never told her busband a Ho 
in het life, but when she saw him coming home from the wood-lot 
tired and cold and cross, she always ran to the cupboard, grabbed 
the tableoloth, threw it and the knives and forks upon the table, 
and waited to see the gleam of joy in Josiah’s ayes when he saw 
what be- thought were signs that dinner was almost ready.

' Sbo said that the tablecloth kept him contented, wbon all the 
fibs-about how near done the biscuits were wouldn't have done a 
mite of good.

’ She didn’t say that dinner was almost ready, you noticed; she 
didn’t give him a chance to wonder about it at all, She just threw 
the tablecloth on the table, and began to talk about the pumpkin 
pie, and how well it turned out in the morning's baking

Negative Suggestion
Negative Suggestions should never be used as they produce 

negativo resells. A young man calls upon a prosperous farmer. 
After spoaking of the fine weather and die bountiful crops, he 
■.’emarks : ■ don’t want any new farm machinery this year, do 
yon ?' Of course the man replies, 1 No*.  If the salsoman had said : 
" You will need some machinery this year, won’t you? A new 
plow or a barrow ?’ The farmer might have answered, ' No, but I 
think I need a new harvester and a good sale might have been 
made at once- Your mental attitude may create the strongest 
Negative Suggestion. Never admit even to yourself' that you can- 

not do a thing successfully.



PSYCHOTHERAPY
DR, SHELDON LEAVITT.

Believe Something
It .is of the utmost importance that a man Lnvo a belief—thai 

he form opinions. He cannot know, but he can and should haw 
convictions, A chronic doubter is without power for good, Ah tin 
very heart ot our dearest hypothesis, it is true, is the doubt whicl 
makes it a hypothoais, We find truth in fragments and construe 
therefrom what answers to us for concrete ideal truths, knowing al 
the time that they are partial and imperfect. But we do right tc 
supply the missing parts •as best we can, aiming always to make i 
figure of beauty and utility. The confessed doubter does nothin' 
but toy with the fragments, advertise his lack of constructivi 
ability and discourage earnest seekers after truth, and I advise the 
young man not to be classed with him.

.But wo must avoid attempts to force ourselves to believe, Whei 
wc Iona for something whiob we do not possess, there commonl 
■arises &u impression of its unattainability as a stubborn obstacle b 
jts possession. This psychological condition is oftonest met in ou. 
longings for subjective experiences. If We attejnpt to foret 
them to appear, they disappear. Love, sleep and faith belong 
in this category, as those best know who have had Experience o 
their elusiveness. The more force the conscious will applies in the 
direction of development of these, the more pronounced may be the 
defeat; but these very longed for things will appear quite by them- 
selves as soon as one arrives at a calm belief jwbich does not involve 
an effort.

Strong desire often includes an j element of fear. It is this 
which gives it frantic expression and determines its overthrow. I 
have heard men say, "I would give anything to believe; but I can
not ’. Let such wait patiently, intending their desires calmly, and 
with what faith is at command, and sooner or later the long.waited, 
for conviction will become theirs. It is much like the wind whick 
bloweth. where it listeth ; we hear its sound but cannot therefrom 
toil whence it someth or whither it goeth.

THE PROo’eSS

At the same time I have learned from much observation anc 
critical study of phenomena that a oure depends far loss ou the con? 
cions thought of the moment, in both patient and physician, that 

27 i 
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on the general attitude of mind, in eaob, toward the expected cure] 
In truth I really believe that conscious strenuosity of mental effort 
introd tress so large an element of d<mbt, or fear, as sometimes to 
defeat our purposes. The more confidence and assurance there is 
in all minds concerned, and especially in the mind of the patient, the 
more positive the result. This is shown by the action of certain 
extraneous and even incidental influences. For example, if a 
physician be highly recommended by One in whose candor and good 
sense the patient confides, results are easily obtained by him who 
has thus been clothed with healing power, even though his own 
confidence be deficient,

On the other'hand, the positive faith of a healer aroused through 
repealed success or by what he takes to he specific divine bcetow- 
mont, is persuasive, and;even compelling, in its effects. That 
why even weak women ¡and unbalanced men are able to do the 
marvellous cures which are rightfully accredited to them, The 
fact that one is able to use the mighty forces of the mental king
dom with wonderful energy and effect, is not conclusive proof of 
that one's divine endorsement- The ethical element is not involved 
in the transaction, popular opinion to the contrary notwithstanding.

Faith often comes as an inspiration , in truth the most potent 
faith usually comes in that way. What is more, it comes on the 
wings of a great amotion, The human mind has for its essential 
elements, Will, Intellect and Emotion- Intellect considers the data 
provided, draws its conclusions, and hands the proposed action over 
to the great executive, Will. But it is found that Will is relatively 
powerless in the absence of sufficient motive power to insure move
ment, and that motive power is furnished by Emotion, All true 
healers fool their power. They do not doubt, because they cannot. 
The emotional*side  of mind is strong within them. Gold intellectual 
conviction of the reasonableness of a cure has to become animated 
by strong emotion before it can accomplish much,

Bight here I want to animadvert a little off the prevalent itn. 
pression that results of treatment, whether derived from auto or 
hetero-suggestion, are dependent in great measure on particular 
.forms and ceremonies indulged by the recipient, In attempting to 
tell hotv a work of healing is to be done, a mechanism is credited 
which is apt to become emphasized to the detriment of the real 

“essence of curative action. It did not matter to the poor patient 
whether he bad sat in a precise position and had practised deep 
breathing under specific thought for days Or weeks, or not. The 
healing power sought him out and could be assimilated a3 soon as, 
from any cause, ambition, love? or other adequate emotion, was 
borne in upon him, The chief thing is to become as open to curat
ive thought and conviction as is a child io its mother’s instruc
tion; and this state is not to be aoquired by overmuch sitting in 
' the silence’, though ‘ the silence’ is to be observed, but by freely 
geeking more abundant life in the avenues of life experience It is 
only that one may lx; lifted by the rising tides to the heights,



DUTTON ISM
Prof, R. E. DUTTON
LESSON xxvni.

Magnetic control is the ability and power of thought to 
guide the currents of magnetism as they pass through the 
nerves to emanate in parallel lines away from the body to 
join as a Circuit at the end of a certain Bpace, is a current of 
electricity obeys the same law when passing over ttie wire

Thia magnetism is always present in your body, hut ym 
start its action by thought. Wneu the current! eiarts t ie 
tips of the fingers tingle, To cure disease by this magnetic 
current you should lay one hand upon the afflicted part and 
the other opposite it and drive the currents through. Mimet
ic conditions of love-vibrations begin at a state of entrance- 
meot in self-hypnotic healing,. When you, in ‘'Mental 
Vision”, watch the face and form of a lovely Angel you 
fall into the condition and your prayer for health on awaken
ing will have been answered in almost a mitaouious wiy. 
After going through the Magnetic Sleep you v^ill ba a new 
being with peculiar psychic adaptabilny and your holy will 
not experience the wear of age.
LESSON XXIX.

A simple and quick method is try givsn for self-hyp ntic 
healing. Lie down or "seat yourself comfortibly and hold 
before you a common Blate as if trying to see into it as a 
mirror. After a whili jyour concentrated thoughts will 
become lucid. You will see moving pictures in that slate as 
if holdin g a mirror before a hall of moving people, Yau will 
notice that the scene will be of the nature desired and your 
thoughts will be seen a% per the scene you think of, in this 
elate mirror. These scenes will vitally impress the physical 
conditions. If you choose health you are to bring up appro
priate Scenes in this slate. Scenes of giant forest trees, huge, 
strong animals, such as manifest great strength and robust 
health. Both disease and health are catching. If you mingle 
with unhealthy people and thoughts you will become uu-
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healthy. If you mingle with parsms of greit health and 
strength and live in such thoughts you become likewise« The 
spirit will often project iuvolunta'y scenes of some real hap« 
pening upon this slate mirror as a condition of Clairvoyance, 
and you will be astonished with their accuracy. In this way 
you will receive lovely communications from your spirit 
friends, and there is no better way for developing Clairvoy
ance,
LESSON XXX.

The method given herein to producá self- hypnosis is ex
tremely simple. At tho same hour, each day, lie down or 
seat yourself in a vary comfortable pjsiudíi, j ia that is con
ducive to sleep, holding in one han i a coin or bright object, 
about fi inches io front and abava year eyes so that whea you 
]ook at it your eyes will b? turned upwards aad in the posi
tion of one asleep. Concentrate your'gaze -and attention by 

the continuous outlining of the object and think of nothin ; 
until you begin to feel very drowsy and almost asleep 
Your eyes will close without your knowledge and you will 
pass away ídío a state of audible dreams, You will not be 
asleep but in a state in which you see your spirit friends 
and visit their- hornee, as your spirit will be freed from the 
body for a while. Y011 may awaken in a very few minutes 
with the feeling"of being dead, or of having been asleep for 
a number of hours. This feeliDg is experienced when your 
spirit leaves the body and you are only asleep for a few 
minutes. Again you will fall into the regular hypnosis and 
will sleep for several hours; when you awake you will not be 
able to realise that you have been asleep at all, or it will seem 
as only a few seconds’ loss of consciousness, Again you may 
feel very thirsty; this is a sign that you passed into the 
magnetic sleep and that you aro developing the phase for 
materialization, and later you should sit in a'• cabinet”. 
Practise thin method for several months with the same thing 
to gaze at and you will be able to go to sleep instantly and 
hold spirit communications in your own home day by dhy. 
From this sleep the spirit will arouse you to speak As a 
hypnotic subject and this is Trance Mediumship in you; Anti 
your ability to see dsirvcyi»ntly in ibis hypnotic state is
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Trance Clairvoyance. Then wh-eji you go io bed nj»ht 
you wilt be inspired to clairvoyant visions and speak in your 
sleep as a trance clairvoyant*
LESSON XXXI,

The method of inspired thinking is so simple, a,nd easy 
that anyone but a fool should master it. It is this:—

Thoughts of someone else that are telepathically commu
nicated with upon the sub-conscious mind may coma up as 
voluntary thoughts. If you atop your own thoughts by a 
resolution not to think you will presently find your miud 
filled with voluntary thoughts, coming to you without effort 
or forcing you» as you will at first believe, against your 
desires to think. It is this inspired thought that, one may 
speak as of not being able to keep from thinking. At feist 
two-thirds of the thoughts of the ordinary being, schemes 
and plans, are inspired. They come to you suddenly and 
you think you just etrnck a plan. It is a thought forced into 
your mind by a spirit. You may get a few,thoughts from 
others by mind reading, but it is only about 10%, while the 
thoughts from spirits are about 60% and your own thoughts 
are about 30%. Thia seems queer, but it is a fact that most 
people are a class of dreamers and inspiratioaalists rather 
than otherwise. This close study of <• Thought in ‘Absent 
Treatment’ Clairvoyance, Control of mind, and physical 
Effects ” is my branch of science called Dutton-Tharapy.

You develop this phase by closeting yourself all alone 
in a silent room and allowing your mind to be still so as to 
receive healthy inspirations from good thoughts sent you by 
the spirits. This development leads up to the higher piychio 
attainments of mind and body and gives you perfect and 
lasting health, anti frees you from the drug habits.

In this way a healer is able to treat patients at distance. 
by telepathy.

Your loving spirit friends will greatly inspire your feel
ing, will vibrate the nerves of the body, will touch veneratipp 
Und send a divine electric spark from the top of your head to 
the soles cf your feet. They will free you from every disease 
and trouble if you will earnestly pray auto them for their 
ove» inspiration and he'p.



TRIPURA RAHASYA
or A Practical study in Consciousness

V. R. subrab manyam.
Chapter XVI (ctttclude/})

On bearing these expositions nt King Janiks, Aehtavakrs 
asked again, 111 0 King! ytni'ssid that the pure Self is perceived’ 
by the n¡ere withdrawal of the mind from objects that consti
tute the Not-self. But, since in Sushupti (profound sleep) 
the mind gets itself detached from other'objects, the pure self 
should be capable of being perceived in that Sashupti state 
alro." If that be the case, since the goal is attained simply 
by going to profound sleep where is the necessity for all the 
practices and training?

When thus interrogated by the brahmans, the king 
replied, * Lister, Brahmana, tn the explanation I give to your 
query. By all means it iB true that there ia a withdrawal 
of the mind in profound sleep. Bu^, at that time the satvic 
quality if the mind which alone is capable of illuminating 
objects, becomes merged within the Tamasia (opaque) quality. 
That being the case, how will the mind be able then to 
illuminate the nature of Consciousness? In a mirror smeared 
with ink, the sky does not become perceptible at any tim°, 
merely by turning one’s attention from other objects. In the 
same manner though in Sushupti there is a withdrawal of 
the mind, since it is veiled over by Tamas and is unfit, it 
does not illuminate (reveal)'the Consciousness. If it be other
wise it would be possible to know that consciousness even by 
meats of an insentient rod held in the hand.

Therefore, it is oi ly by a mind which is pure and which 
is in a fit condition that the Consciousness can he illuminated 
(knows), It is due to this fact that the mind of newly born 
infants, not being in a fit condition, is not able to perceive 
anything. Listen to wba,t I tell you further. In a mirror 
'meared with ink, the refllection of the ink is not perceived 
by anybody, recium the mirror and the ink are iu coujunc. 
tion without any inter space. ^I1, asjthe mirror possesses 

STS
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the property of reflecting objects, it can be assumed that the 
ink also ie reflected In like manner in p-ofound sleep, the 
mind which mingles with the lethargy of elnmber is not in a 
condition fit even io affect any withdrawal from objects 
Hence in Sushupli (profound sleep) the mind does dot illu
minate the Principle of the Self. It is on account of this, 
that there occurs after waking, a reeollec'ion of the insen- 
tierce (unconGoiousnesB) experienced in profound sleep.

Now I shall tell iyou the .difference between Sushupti 
and Samadhi (ecstasy). Listen with great attentiveness. 
The mind has two states called Prakasha (iliumin itigg Btate) 
and Vimarsha (thinking state). When the mind perceives 
external objects with its attention turned towards th^m it 
is said to be the Prokasha state. When subsequently the-e 
rises Vichara (thoughts) in the mind in the form of sounds 
as 0 th is is so”, “that is so” concerning objects that are 
perceived it is said to be the Vimarsha stats. Since in the 
Prakasha Btate objects are perceived as whole without dis
tinction that state is Nirvikalpi. Si ce in 'he tht-'king state 
there ib differentiation caused by the rise of different sounds 
while thinking, that state is Savikalpa. That _ object-percep
tion (Vestu darehaDa) otherwise called the Prakasha state 
wherein there do not rise different sounds as' “ this is so1* is- 
of the nature of Nirvikalpa. And that which has aS its ante» 
cedent cause object-perception and which appears in the 
shape of thoughts by the production of sounds internally as 
'’this ¡a bo”, ¡b of the nature of Savikalpa. Thia later ¡8 

of two kinds called Antara and Abhinavi, Of there, Abhinava 
thoughts relate to immediate Experience and Antara thoughts 
relate objects experienced in the past, which are recolkcted 
by means of the impressions left by them. Thus the mind 
has always these two.kinds of energies.

(The cause of tfie insentienoe experienced in profound sleep 
is explained here)

That Prakasha which objectifies profound sleep is a con
tinuous one. Since in the (1) waking state Amirshas

(0 This means that it ii mo-nantary like the uniform Prakim. that 
occurs when objoats such as pots, eta. are perceived.
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(thought waves) rise successively in (2) large numbers in 
relation to phenomena, that state has been described to be 
an intelligent one, i. e , a condition devoid of. dplness. Hut 
since in profound sleep Prskssha (Light) alone ie densely 
continuous without interruption by thought waves that is ft 

state of dulness. It is for this reason that lamplights and 
other luminous objeoh", though they always shine have 
been described by the learned to be bv all means insentient. 
For, these are devoid of thinking faculty. It has been stated 
that in Snshupti, thoughts do not rise on account of t ie veil 
of Tamas (inertia). The nature of dreamless profound sleep 
is this. -In Suehupti, that Void which whs ths first creation 
otherwise called Avyakta (Indistinct) or the" Outside” cans*  
titutes what is called smsp, Io SashuoM that which in 
objectified and perceived is only such a sense of general ne
gation—absence of phenomena. In the waknig slate also, 
at the moment of object-perception, the mini remains'in 
such a dull state. But since in the waking state, the 
Nirvikalpa is only momentary and since Vikalpas (heterogs- 
nous thoughts) rise up quickly one after another the dulness 
is covered over.

It might .be questioned by you, that when it is a noted 
and accepted theory that the mind undergoes dissolution in 
•its cause in profound sleep, how it was stated by me that the 
mind objectifies*  and illuminates the sleep condition. The 
answer jg this. Since in profound sleep (Sushnptr) the 
Indistinct Energy becomes merged in Prakash a and since 
there are no thought wave?., learned men say thst the mind 
undergoes dissolution in that state. The mind (3) is io a 
similar dissolved condition even in the waking state at the 
first moment of object.perception, i, e , in the Prakasha state 
of the mind.

(3) Because in the waking ntnt-e after every Nirvikalpi state hoterogone- 
oub ideas ree tip.

Nirvikalpa means homogeneous or andi Keren tisited. 
fnvikalpi means heterogeneous or with differentiation,

(8) Because the mind is uniform and still it has been stated to bo in a 
dissolved condition. Hie consciousness which appears to rush towards objects 
is whit is called mind, i’ecause in dreamless Sleep, the mind is still without 
outward rush, it is said to be in a dissolved condition thna, This is the view 
of the learned.
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(The differet Ge betvern Suahupti (profound sleep) and 
Samadh; (ecstasy) is now described).

Brahmanal listen to the secret I no v reveal to you from 
my own experience- Without knowing thia, even learned 
men ot good intelligence are groping in ignorance. Nirvikripa 
Samadhi, Sashupti and Vastu Darshana (object-perception), 
these three are cf similar nature, as in these states Prakashs 
(luminosity) is uninterruptedly dense« Bat the reason for 
distinguishing them in wordly _ converse, is on account of the 
differeece in the nature of the Vimarshas (thought waves 
which subsequently .rise up. And it is certain tjiat the 
difference in the nature of Vimarsbats is caused by the 
d-ilference in the nature of objects which shone before the rise 
of Vimarshas, That which is objectified in Samadhi is pure 
oonsciouenes?, in Sushupti it is Avyakta and inobjact-per- 
ception it is the diverse finite phenomena. Thus in these there 
States the objects are of three kinds. But even though three 
is difference in the nature of the objects which shone in these 
Bta'es,- the Prakisha is purely Nirvikalpa (because there is no 
Vimarsha iD the form of sounds).

Eorthe reason there are no Viinarshas iu these three 
states, theseare described as being densely ’luminous. Since- 
Samadhi and Susiupti are continuously lengthy they are re
membered clearly by all. Since object-perception is mo
mentary it is not clearly noted and grasped. There are also 
momentary Samadhis and momentary Sushuptis which are 
in like manner not clearly grasped by a nybody. Of these , 
momentary Sushupti can be discovered on experience by 
persons of acute perception. But samadhic experience 
being tcirce it is very difficult even for persons of acute 
intellect to find out Which is momentary samadhi, 0 
Brahmans I itveo in’the Vyavaharic state (state of worldly 
activities) all creatures have minute samadhic conditions; but 
lacking previous experience they are not noted.

In the waking state, to remain without Vimarasha (thoughts) 
is itself Samadhi. Absence of Vimareha alone is what is called 
Samadhi. Therefore Sushupti and object-perception partake of the 
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nature of samadhi. But these two states have not the ¿4) essen
tial Samadhi-hood. For, these are pregnant with gamskaras 
(impressions] that are capable oE setting up subsequently thought 
waves imbued with a sense of bhoda [differentiation]- Therefore 
these caunot be the essential samadhi. Therefore! the momentary 
Sushupti and momentary Samadhi which occur during the waking 
slate are similar to the continuous Suthupti, the continuous Samadhi 
and object-perception in that they are devoid of Vimarsha,

O Muni's Son I with faith listen to what I say*  Though Sama
dhi and Sushupti appear similar to each other, there is no dulness 
(insentience, u u awareness) in. Samadhi as in Sushupti, That 
“outside” v.’hicb was projected in the beginning of creation as 
Avyakta is only the objectification of a general negation (of phe
nomena)- In Sushupti such a general uon-existeneG of phenomena 
is perceived which is the same assaying that a general non-existence 
(void] shines m Sushupti. Therefore after waking from Sushupti one 
says I was aware of nothing *'  indicating thereby one's experience 
of “ void ” in Sushupti. Such a general non-existence which is 
otherwise termed Avyakta and which is the insentieut objective en
ergy of Consciousness is that which ip described as constituting 
the profound sleep state. For the reason that in the perception of 
Sushupti the general non-existenee otherwise called insentient 
energyjis objectified arid that after waking there comesaremem
brance of having experienced a void in that state, it should be con- 
cliided*that  in Sushupti the consciousness takes the form of the in
sentient energy and Shat Sushupti is of the nature of duluess.

The reason*  why dulpess should not be attributed to that which 
is experienced iti Samadhi is this. In Samadhi, She of Conscious
ness who is perceived and objectified is of the infinite form of 
Brabm, she is Brahmarlipini who devours space and time, and who 
destroys the appearance of non existence, How can such a Devi 
(Goddess) who is by all means Absolute Existence be an insentient 
energy of non-existence as is manifested in the Sushupti condition. 
Therefore the goal cannot be attained merely by having recourse 
to the dull and insentient Sushupti condition

Iu this manner King Jmuaka variously instructed Ashtavakra,
Thus ends the sixteenth chapter
In Ashtavakreya in Tripura Rahasya 

_______ Or a Practical Study in Consciousness,
G) «-ho manifestation Df the self of consciousness in Samadhi.

The manifestation of A.vyakta in Sushupti,
In object perception tne'inB the raanifests.tioa of objaota such as 

pots, ate. To one who rises from Samadhi, the recollection comes that one 
remained therein with controlled and still mind, to one who rises from 
Sushupti, that he did not know anything then aud in object-perception, th^ 
idea as thia is pot ? t:g3 -s cloth rhes as their aEtei—r a collections,



STUDIES IN PSYCHOLOGY
PROS1. IVI.

Conscience
Now from conscious knowledge we step into the subjective. 

We say that conscience is that inner power to know. We want to 
get rid of the old idea that conscience is an inward monitor that 
bolls the right or wrong of an action unperformed, because eons- 
eienoe knows no wrong.

Conscience is that part of the mind which knows nothing but the 
right, The exercise of its judgment is too far removed from any 
conscious thought to be considered.

That which tolls you the right or wrong of an action unpar. 
formed is your conscious reasoning aided by your memory. • The 
first timo you consider a moral proposition you have no conception 
of its right or wrong.

Man does his firs*  work according to his intuitivo impulses and 
unconscious impressions, Until he has found that a thing may be 
wrong as well as right, his conception as to right or wrong does not 
appear. So no man can have any conception of wrong unbil he has 
heard something about wrong- Naturally, to him every thing is 
right,,

Conscience is not a monitor, Conscience is that power to 
know and to know perfectly. It is the innate inherent knowledge 
which each mind possesses of its own existence and of its unity 
with the innate inherent parb of other beings. It is that power 
which enables us to know what is within u«. It ia inward knowing.

Knowledge ia the possession of the mind. It is the mind’s 
manner of possessing things. It is that part of ourselves which acts 
perfectly. Hence, in its natural action it would never have to con
sider right or wrong. Its natural action is always right. It oannoi 
¡know wrong, It is tìiat power which, as we bring it up into cons
ciousness, enables us to.change things.

The source of ite origin Ì3 intuition aud memory and it ¡a infinite*  
Ths natura of conscience is being, - individualised,

The doctrine based upon thia perfect self within, correlated 
with all that is perfect, is monigm*

s an
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Monism postulates but one Cause lying back cf everything and 
that one Cause a perfect Cause. The one law by which it governs 
everything a perfect liw and that doctrine which would come out 
of this, comes out of the perfect side of man, Hence, it we use thia 
conscience to stand as the'subjective mind with all its faculties, we 
cannot consider it as being judge of right or wrong. It only recog. 
nises the right and if allowed to act on its own initiative would 
never act wrong.

There is no evil which good cannot overcome. There ia no 
death which life cannot destroy. Everything in its natural origin 
and natural existence is perfect, -

Tbo primary concept in conscience is recognition of one’s self 
as a part of Divinity, united with It, inseparable from It and no 
longer capable of analysis in one's being. To know the life prin
ciple and to know that I am a part of it is my first conception of 
conscience.

The first impulse on the recognition ot life is to sustain it, enjoy 
it and to aid everything else to enjoy it. Whenever you oan feel 
you have an interest in everything that is outside yourself, because 
of its very being, then conscience is beginning to awaken.

The primary reason for growth «nd development is knowledge^
That person who thinks of life within himself and does not 

find it for everything else at the same time, is not thinking on the 
3 ide of conscience._

Conscience is being, reduced to its last analysis, incapable of 
division or change. It is what the prophet culls 11 am that I- am ’• 
This peculiar phrase seems to mean to permeate ; it is a conception 
ot omnipresence. It is the conception of a peculiar character that 
I am that which exists always. In conscience I know being itself 
and realise my unity with it. In consciousness I know the forma of 
being only anil realise my separateness from those forms but in 
conscience, my real self, I know being itself and realise my unity 
with it, and in doing that I must realise my unity with everything 
in which being manifests itself. Then I become interested in 
the world.

I know that there Is not oven a grain oi sand in all the great 
expanse of this world, in which beiDg does not exist’ Hence, I can*  
not be a!one; I cannot be disassociated from my Source of supply. 
I may be where my body will suffer but I cannot be separated 
from life,
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When I fee! that unity I am no longer afraid - to live in any 
place where beiDg may exist. Then fear of death departs. As soor 
as fear of death departs then mui begins to live a real life. Re knows 
from observation that this life will probably change for another, 
but that is not the one principal event for which he make; 
preparation, for then be looks upon death as an interference wit-l 
his growth; not because he is afraid of it but because he wants t< 
delay it.

The character of conscience is the sama in all persons. Wbei 
we adopt this proposition, that.there is perfect power to know; 
to feel, and to will, in each individual mind, then we lose ou 
contempt for some and-admiration for others. We look upon al 
individuals and when we hear them express themselves wo know 
how much of life they have*  grasped in consciousness and when 
they talk about their inner selves wo see how much this conso'enea 
has unfolded,

Hence we donot regard them as being persons subject to or: 
ticiem and their shortcomings simply indicate to us whatever state 3 
of development exist and not the different degrees of being. So if 
you meet someone who does not know as much as you do, do not 
think he cannot know it,1; because be can, but look, upon him with 
that charitable view that be simply does not know these things 
because he has not learnt them, His opportunity -to learn may 
change and his development in a few years, along the lines in which 
you feel yourself very proficient, may be employed in such manner 
that he goes fur beyond where you are now.

It is not safe to say that .a person cannot do a thing because 
this part of the mind shows bhata person can do wbat he wants 
to do. It is the question whether a person’ wants to do a thing and 
whether he believes he can. To believe that you have the capacity 
to do a thing is an absolute guarantee for the successful performance 
of that thing, if you are wiping io work.

Conscience is ascribed to man and called intuition. It ¡8 
ascribed to animals and called instinct. It is ascribed to the 
vegetable and mineral kingdoms and called Nature.

Nature is endowed with intelligence, sensibility and will, and 
hence not only does peresent-day psychology give to us a personal 
God but gives to us a personalised everything in the from of baing. 
The only difference between the personality of the psychologist and
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tbs personality of the theologian is that the psychologist^ person
ality is unlimited; the theologian's is limited; not limited by God 
hut by the restriotion fthtoWn around it by. the theologians 
themselves*

We find the greatest perfection in subjectivity in the vegetable 
world, in the vegetable mind.

The scope of conscience is unlimited. It is eihaustiess, limitless 
in capacity for happines, because it may know all things and 
happiness is the final acquisition of all the things of which being is 
capable.



THE SUN-LIGHT CURE
JESSIE LA8KEY-IT0YT in the Thinker.

The use of intense light in therapeutics was first pub in 
practice by Dr. Rollier at France. Later, a machine previs
ing the means whereby the Light Cure might be used in 
winter, and used in dark places, was invented by a German 
scientist*

Nothing equals the natural sunlight in getting swift 
results, but Alpine, or Quartz Light, is much 'in vogus, and 
offers an available substitute where the natural light is not 
obtainable. This Quartz Light is powerful electric light fil
tered through quartz crystals, which intensifies the light to 
such extent that only two minutes' exposure is given to red, 
haired skins for firBt treatment; three minutes to mediums, 
and four minutes to dark Bkins, the last having greatest resis
tance to sunburn.

It is interesting to know that the grinder of the quartz 
lenses receives ibout 35 for each hour he works; and this is, 
I think, the highest recorded salary paid to skilled mechnics'

When I retired from public service to a private life I 
determined to carry on my work of Therapeutics by Sun- 
Light Massage and Color-Therapy, and installed one of these 
Quartz-Light machines for that purpose. Though I make 
use of the quartz.light I am so situated that I can rely upon 
climate to furnish me with all the real sunlight my patients 
need I lay special stress upon the four fund ametak’—right 
food, water, ozone and light.

The curative element lies chiefly in the ultra-violet 
rays.

Everyone should form the habit of making this daily 
light bath a part of the day's work, or the day's recreation, 
for it is both of these. All life is made up of habits, and we 
can as easily form good habits as bad. The daily sun bath is 
the good habit-

ssa
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Select your own time and place. The sun bath may he 
taken in any open balcony with draughts cut off until one 
learns to weather draughts. Or choose a sunny place at the 
side of the house with canvsas screen to insure privacy. My 
own place is cn the back porch, but in remodeling the house 
for office rooms I am planning a stairway to the attic, which 
will lead to a sun-treatment room for patients.

One may stand during treatment, if desired. The body 
is, of course, entirely nude. Begin with a two-minute treat
ment, increasing the time by one minute a day until you ata 
taking frGm fifteen to twenty minutes to a treatment*  The 
face may be shielded, and this is better for the eyes. In the 
office treatments are given with the patient lying down, first 
on the back, two minutes, ithen on ths face, two minuses, 
This is enough ¡for ths first treatmenf, I usually read at 
these times, the paper serving as a screen to my hair during 
the back treatment, standing. This lets air and light to the 
hair roots.

When you have reached the ten minutes to the treat
ment standard you should never decrease ]the length of time 
med.

If you know exactly the weakest spat ia your body, or 
organs, it is best"to expose this part only for the first-week, 
keeping rest of the body covered in order that you may con
centrate the action upon the spot you are -most eager to 
assist in right function.

If jou do not know your weak spot the sun bath will 
teach you'what it ip, because, when the tanning of the skin is 
visible the sick part or parte of the body will take much 
longer to tan.

It is a good rule when the sick part has begun to tan to 
go on at once to the sun bath for the whole body.

I know of nothing which is not benefited by this daily 
sun bath in the whole range of disease and disorders.

If the sun does not shine i;i your part of the world take 
the daily air bath) with the body nude. After full tan has 
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been acquired the- body is immune to colds sr.d brer chia 
affections and there will be no more attacks from "nerves” 
sleeplessness, etc.

The time for the sun bath is also'an excellent time for 
breathing and stretching exercises, in a little time you will 
learn to welcome draughts*  The body should be so aeons*  
tomed to air in motion playing on its surface that it will not 
be shocked by sudden change of tamper it ura, or suffer from 
long continued exposure.

During the sun bath, at its conclusion» is the right tim ' 
to wash the body do,wu with cool water, wiping dry for a few 
times, but later permitting the water to dry on the skin.

Avoid too long treatments at the beginning. The ^suu'e 
rays, which are strongly curative, are also destructive.

In using the Quartz Lights I attach great import incs to 
the curative effects of color. Colored gio has afe used. The 
red globe is recuperating and energizing; also the orange, 
green, blue and purple have sedative effects.

(Ta be continued.)



REVIEWS
rhe Mysteries of Hypnosis (Lés Mysteers De 1’hyp- 

nose) By geokges on dvbor. Translated by &■ Jf. Hort 
5/-NET, LONDON : william rider & bon, ltd., 8, fates* 
nosteb sow, LONDON, E- C. i.

A clear aud concise work on this wonderful work of hypno*  
nagnetie sciences was really a want and the book supplies the want*  
There are many irreleveut matters whioh have no concern with the 
lubjeet and the author would have doue better to omit such and 
reat in oi"f about grave problems which he acknowledged to have 
nade only a passing mention. The book is really an authoritative 
ine worth the serious attention of a reasoning mind.

The Soul Problem and Maya Be. 1/8-

Truth Revealed or Problems of Life and Death and Moksha 
Re 1/8- By Syamananda Brahmaebary, Sbivala Ghat, BENA
RES CITY.

These two works are the outcome ot’tbe straggling thoughts of 
an earnest soul who has had occasions to taste the teachings of ths 
Hindu, Chinese'and ¡Gr^ek philosophers. The author's aims to 
draw definite conclusion g from a combination of all the three is a 
miserable failure^ One is apt to get confused than having any en
lightenment on the burning problems of the Universal Soul, Soul, 
Spirit, Matter, etc.

Crystal Vision through crystal gazing by Frater Aehad, 
2.00 Yogi Publication Society, 159 N, State Street, CHICAGO, 
III*  (U.S’A.)

The author evidently a westerner wants to give the work a 
color of mysticism and sacredness- Ccyetfil Sizing is one of the 
lowest forms of clairvoyance, The only suitable crystal is the 
Indian Rock Crystal. The selection of a crystal as referred to by 
the author in the work before us has no meaning worthy of. consi
deration, It is such works that spoil the genuine Hindu teachings. 
It is rather surprising that a firm of the standing of the Yogi 
Publication Soeiety should undertake to publish such works.
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